Scientific Games Brings Stellar Line-Up Of Market-Leading Innovation, Technology And Digital
Solutions To Australasian Gaming Expo
August 6, 2018
Offering Customers the Most Comprehensive, Integrated Offerings Available by a Single Supplier
LAS VEGAS and SYDNEY, Aug. 6, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) ("Scientific Games" or the "Company") is
set to bring a stellar line-up of market-leading innovation, ground-breaking technology and a significant digital offering to the Australasian Gaming
Expo (AGE), which will be held at the International Convention Centre (ICC) in Sydney, 14-16 August.

Senior Vice President SG Gaming Adrian Halpenny said, "Australia's gaming market is one of the most demanding in the world for operators, and our
array of products for 2018 have been carefully selected to bring efficiency and innovation to the gaming floor. There is no better place to present these
than at the Australasian Gaming Expo, Australia's premiere gaming event."
For the first time at AGE, Scientific Games will present OpenBet ™, its leading digital gaming and sports product line, alongside its revolutionary
gaming and lottery products. This lineup is the most comprehensive offering available to operators from a single supplier, combining a range of
category leading brands alongside exciting new innovations.
HAPPY CHANCE ™
Headlining new games for the DUALOS™ cabinet and designed uniquely for Australian players, Happy Chance is an exciting, new two-level
Standalone Progressive series created by the same team that brought the phenomenally successful 88 Fortunes®, Duo Fu Duo Cai® and, most
recently, Jin Ji Bao Xi™games to the world. Happy Chance launches with two game titles: Happy Chance Cat and Happy Chance Pig, combining an
exotic Asian-style theme with exciting features and gameplay.
CASH CONNECTION®
Recently debuted games from the Cash Connection series are proving to be a hit with players. Launched with two games, Sweet Tweet™and Wild
Country®, Cash Connection offers the popular Drop 'N' Lock™ free game feature concept and is part of the expanding multi-denominational game
library.
VEGAS STAR®
With a fresh logo to herald a new era, Vegas Star has been at the forefront of electronic terminal gaming for over a decade. Vegas Star has enabled
club and casino operators to maximize their floor performance and profitability locally and around the globe. The new Quartz™terminal is a major
development to the product, with a key feature bringing all the big-screen action right onto the player terminal.
Fusion Hybrid
Highlighting live dealer on our latest terminal, Quartz™, Scientific Games takes the Electronic Table Game to the next level with a new, larger HD
screen that shows the live game and statistics. Scientific Games will demonstrate live Baccarat, Roulette and Sic Bo with our mystery jackpot
component Bally Enterprise Progressive System (BEPS), a powerful solution to configure, manage and audit progressives from a central location – on
any casino management system.
From the Company's proprietary table games portfolio, highlights will include EZ Baccarat®, HAWAIIAN ISLAND CREATIONS™ Hold'em Poker®,
Vegas Blackjack Fever and What the Flush!®.
Scientific Games, the global leader in shufflers, chip sorters and other utility products will showcase:

ShuffleStar® is a cutting-edge, low-profile, front-loading shuffler that shuffles four to eight decks continuously and features
a revolutionary high-speed, flat dealing shoe and sophisticated card recognition using two cameras.
Safe-Shoe™is an intelligent shoe with advanced technology and a compact design which features card-stop security to
prevent dealer error and can be used with any manufactured cards.
SYSTEMS

iVISTA ™ 4next generation player interface showcases flexibility across the spectrum for enhancing player experiences and facilitating customer
service and employee duties. The iVISTA 4 interface displays dynamic marketing animations and video with instant response through a state-of-the-art
multi-touch display. Technologically advanced, iVISTA 4 can provide an alternative to card-based gaming that allows players to access their player
account through smart phones without requiring any additional in-game hardware.
Shufflink® System brings powerful analytic capabilities to the casino pit using real-time data collected from utility products including shufflers, chippers
and related table peripherals. Providing new metrics and reporting tools, Shufflink lets casinos gauge, and improve, the efficiency of their table games.
DIGITAL
SG Digital will highlight its comprehensive sports betting capabilities through the OpenBet product line. The showing will include an intuitive digital
portal and enhanced features and functionality that keep sportsbook operators up to date with the ever-changing sportsbook landscape.
SG Digital will also showcase its state of the art OpenBet Promote screen displays that take sportsbook venues to the pinnacle of the retail betting
experience. OpenBet offers world-class online and on-property betting options tied together with a seamless, intuitive user experience.
To learn more about the latest innovations in digital gaming, sports betting, gaming and lottery products, please visit Scientific Games at Stand 190.
Hawaiian Island Creations and HIC are registered trademarks. All © and TMs are licensed and used with permission of Coral Head, Inc. All rights
reserved.
All ® notices signify marks registered in the United States. © 2018 Scientific Games Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ:SGMS) is a world leader in gaming entertainment offering the industry's broadest and most integrated
portfolio of game content, advanced systems, cutting edge platforms and professional services. The company is #1 in technology-based gaming
systems, digital real-money gaming and sports betting platforms, casino table games and utility products and lottery instant games, and a leading
provider of games, systems and services for casino, lottery and social gaming. Committed to responsible gaming, Scientific Games delivers what
customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more
information, please visit www.scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's
current expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or performance. Therefore, you should not rely on
any of these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described in our filings with the SEC, including the
Company's current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 1, 2018
(including under the headings "Forward Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are
made and, except for Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to
publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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